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FUSION STUDENTS

STUDENT LIVING
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Here at Fusion Students we believe
that university accommodation
isn’t just a place to crash; it’s a place
to thrive. Most of all it’s a place to
feel truly at home.

Everything has been thoughtfully considered; from
beautifully designed living and study spaces, to the
unrivalled facilities and events.
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FUSION STUDENTS

FAC I L I T I E S

EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
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SPORTS CENTRE WITH
BASKETBALL HALF COURT

SKY LOUNGE ON THE 25TH

KARAOKE ROOM

WEEKDAY BREAKFAST

YOGA CLASSES

ROOF TERRACE

FREE FUSION BIKES

FREE SHUTTLE BUS

There’s something for
everyone with our fantastic
calendar of events, classes
and experiences all year round.

Pick up the mic, steal the
spotlight and sing your heart
out day or night to all the best
hits and playlists.

Soak up the spectacular 360
degree views of the city on our
roof terrace. Complete with an
outdoor kitchen, comfy seats
and games too!

Our state-of-the-art sports
centre boasts a basketball
court, gym, and combat zone,
plus plenty of fitness classes.

Start your day off right with
nutritious breakfast goodies
every weekday from our zerowaste refill bar in The Pantry.

Get to uni faster with our
free-to-use bikes, or pick one
up and explore all the good
stuff Cardiff has to offer.

Come to our exclusive events
on the 25th floor or throw your
own, complete with bar and
spectacular city views.

Take a deep breath and stretch
your mind, body and soul
with our range of weekly yoga
classes for all fitness levels.

Hop on and off our free shuttle
bus to and from uni, and use it
for our many day trips too.
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FUSION STUDENTS

FAC I L I T I E S

CONTENTS INSURANCE

BILLS INCLUDED

ONLINE MEMBERS AREA

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

PRIVATE DINING ROOM

HOUSEKEEPING SERVICE

WELLNESS ROOM

AUDITORIUM

ON-SITE DOCTOR

Sleep at night knowing all your
belongings are covered at no
extra cost – it’s automatically
included in your rent.

Get on with life knowing our
team is there to keep things
in and around your apartment
working as they should.

With yoga classes, massage
sessions and pop-up hair
and beauty treatments, our
relaxation space is your go-to
space for finding your zen.
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Electricity, gas, water and
Wi-Fi are rolled into your rent,
so no need to stress about
keeping on top of your bills.

The perfect space for hosting
your own dinner parties,
cooking a meal to share with
friends, or just ordering out
and eating in together.

From movie marathons and
Netflix binges to comedy
shows, motivational talks, and
even FIFA tournaments, use
this space how you like.

Book onto events, raise a
maintenance request or just
keep track of your payments.
All at your fingertips with the
click of a button.

It’s easy to put the cleaning off
when there’s so much going
on right on your doorstep. So
sign up for housekeeping and
let us take care of everything.

Health and wellbeing is our top
priority. So we have a doctor in
our building, should you ever
need to see them.
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EVENTS

- SUMM ER PART Y

JOIN THE CROWD

Our calendar is full of exciting stuff
all year round, and it all kicks off as
soon as you move in in September.
We like to think we offer something
for everyone, from little book clubs,
to the large events with food vans,

gin fountains and live performances.
Not to mention our themed parties,
day trips, doggy therapy, cooking
nights, Christmas shenanigans...and
so much more.

- FUSION RELOADED
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FUSION STUDENTS

EVENTS

Community
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I DON’T HAVE ENOUGH
“FREE
TIME FOR EVERY
ZENITH EVENT AND IT
KILLS ME
- SHAH

”
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FUSION STUDENTS

CHILL

EVENTS

- ROOF TERRACE

LIVING HERE HAS HONESTLY HAD A
“POSITIVE
IMPACT ON MY PERSONAL LIFE”
- LISA

OUT
- W E E K LY YO G A C L A S S E S
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- H E N N A & C A N D L E D EC O R AT I N G
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I WOULD SAY I’VE
“JUST
MET LOADS
OF FRIENDS AND
BECOME LIKE A
LITTLE FAMILY
- YOANNA
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YOU’LL NEVER BE SHORT
“OF
SOCIAL EVENTS”
- ANNABEL

On top of everything we’ve already
mentioned, we also host brunch
clubs, themed parties, karaoke
nights and amazing away days. We
even have our very own events
committee, who are always busy
plotting exciting new events in
collaboration with members.
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FUSION STUDENTS

STUDENT LIVING

UK

CARDIFF

EUROPE

MIDDLE EAST

USA
ASIA

I AM SO HAPPY TO
“BE
PART OF THIS BIG
FAMILY! IT FEELS
LIKE A REAL HOME
AWAY FROM HOME!
- SOPHIA

AFRICA

SOUTH AMERICA

AUSTRALASIA

”

Whether you come from round the corner or
across the other side of the world, you’ll have
all you need to feel at home at Fusion.
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FUSION STUDENTS

STUDENT LIVING

IN YOUR ROOM
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No matter what your day has in
store, you can always look forward
to coming back to a place that
feels like home – somewhere
you can chill out, eat in, study in
private, and sleep in peace. Not to
mention the stunning communal
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DOUBLE BED

with Hypnos mattress

PRIVATE STUDY

with a desk and chair

ENSUITE BATHROOM
UNDERBED STORAGE
USB CHARGING SOCKETS
SMART TV
FULL LENGTH MIRROR
DOUBLE WARDROBE
HOUSEKEEPING

available monthly

and study areas right on your
doorstep. Whether you choose a
Private Room in an Apartment or
Studio Room to yourself, we want
you to feel as happy, confident and
comfortable as possible.
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FUSION STUDENTS

STUDENT LIVING

APARTMENTS FROM £156PW

Our modern apartments are home to
our super stylish private bedrooms,
with communal kitchens and lounge
areas. They’re perfect if you want a bit
of space to yourself, but love getting
stuck into the social side of life too.
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STUDENT LIVING

STUDIOS FROM £166

Our private Studio rooms are our
most luxurious. They’re perfect for
anyone who loves living their own way
in their own space. They even come
with the option of signing up for our
monthly housekeeping service.
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FUSION STUDENTS

LIVE

A M A ZI N G SPACE S

- WELLNESS ROOM

AMAZING SPACES

Living in the comfort of your own
room is one thing, but experiencing
the incredible spaces is another.
Just imagine stepping into a
modern kitchen fully equipped with
everything you need to prepare a

dinner party for friends or family.
Or dropping into a luxury pop-up
beauty salon for a free treatment
or massage. They’re just some of
the experiences waiting for you.

WELL
- BEAUTY TUTORIALS
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- MASSAGES
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FUSION STUDENTS

A M A ZI N G SPACE S

- P R I VAT E D I N I N G R O O M

LIVING HERE IS LIKE LIVING IN A HOTEL,
“IT’S
A FIVE STAR EXPERIENCE OUT HERE”
- GEORGE

Bring out the little (or epic) chef
within by cooking in our state-ofthe-art kitchen where you can bake,
boil and braise like a boss or learn
how it’s done by joining one of our
masterclasses.
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Find a space that works for you and
your style of learning – from large
conference rooms and co-working
spaces for groups, to quieter nooks
where you can focus in private.
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FUSION STUDENTS
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A M A ZI N G SPACE S

R
- SKY LOUNGE

“I’VE HAD AN AMAZING TIME,
AND MADE GREAT FRIENDS”
- MARCO
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FUSION STUDENTS

A M A ZI N G SPACE S

- ROOF TERRACE

We’re home to the one and only
student roof terrace in Cardiff. Here
we host sky yoga, pizza nights and
popular live music sessions. It’s also
a place you can chill out with friends
and soak up the incredible views
over the beautiful city below.
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- SPORTS CENTRE

Fitness is a way of life at Fusion –
with our elite sports facilities, fullyequipped gym, basketball court,
HIIT workouts, combat zone, yoga
classes and more.
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FUSION STUDENTS

H E A LT H & W E L L B E I N G

“THE FACT THAT THEY’VE
KEEP PUTTING EVENTS
ON DURING THE
PANDEMIC HAS BEEN
REALLY IMPORTANT FOR
EVERYONE’S WELLBEING”
- REUBEN

WHAT’S NEW
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We’re committed to creating
a home you’ll love, and doing
everything we can to make it safe.
We’ve enlisted the support from
certified experts including doctors,
health and safety advisors and
mental health specialists.
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We understand that feeling
occupied is a top priority as you
adjust to a new normal, so we’ll be
in touch more frequently to keep
you feeling motivated, supported
and connected with plenty of
events to enjoy, safely.

VIRTUAL LIVING

From virtual events to virtual lectures, we’ve
plenty of space, creativity and technology to
enable you to join in from a distance.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Our cleaning service, sanitiser stations and house
rules will keep us safe, together.

COMMUNITY

Our community Telegram chat and weekly
newsletter have been created to keep you in the
loop with events, news, offers and fun. Nothing
can get in the way of our community at Fusion.

WELLBEING APP

We have partnerships with a variety of wellbeing
apps, as well as benefits from our partnership with
Student Minds. Like their free chat service and
online resources.

“MY MENTAL HEALTH
HAS IMPROVED,
GIVING ME THINGS TO
LOOK FORWARD TO”
- MEGAN
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LO C AT I O N

D
FREE SHUTTLE
BUS ROUTE
10 MINUTE
WALKING RADIUS

B
A

MAP FOR VISUAL ILLUSTR ATIVE PURPOSES ONLY

EVERYTHING
ON YOUR
DOOR STOP

C

Set around Cardiff’s Capital Quarter, Fusion is just a short walk
away from some of the best things this vibrant city has to
offer – the University of South Wales, main shopping district,
and Cardiff Bay for starters. There’s simply no better place to
live and love your student life.

UNIVERSITY

EVERYTHING’S
“SO
CLOSE! IF

YOU CAN’T WALK
IT, THE FREE
SHUTTLE BUS
USUALLY GETS
YOU THERE

- GEORGE
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”

A - USW
B - Cardiff Uni
C - Cardiff Met
D - Llandaff campus
*Free shuttle bus service

0.3 miles | 8 min walk
1.1 miles | 10 min bus*
3.7 miles | 25 min bus*
3.7 miles | 25 min bus*

SHOPPING

St David’s Dewi Sant
The Hayes
Cardiff CF10 1GA
0.3 mile | 7 min walk

FOOD

TRAVEL

COFFEE

ATTRACTION

Mill Lane
The best restaurants close by
0.3 miles | 8 min walk

KIN + ILK
This artisan coffee shop/bar
is open late and has become
a hit for its chilled vibes.
0.2 miles | 4 min walk

Cardiff Central
Train station
0.4 mile | 8 min walk

Cardiff Bay
Stroll down to the waterfront for
delicious eateries, bars, boat trips,
cultural attractions and more.
0.7 mile | 15 min walk
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Love

WHERE
YOU
LIVE
FUSION STUDENTS CARDIFF
HERBERT ST.
CARDIFF
CF10 4DG

CALL OR WHATSAPP US
07918 129 464
@FUSIONSTUDENTSUK
HELLOCARDIFF@FUSIONSTUDENTS.CO.UK

